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Abstract
Assuring cell adhesion to an underlying biomaterial surface is vital in implant device design and
tissue engineering, particularly under circumstances where cells are subjected to potential
detachment from overriding fluid flow. Cell-substrate adhesion is a highly regulated process
involving the interplay of mechanical properties, surface topographic features, electrostatic charge,
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and biochemical mechanisms. At the nanoscale level the physical properties of the underlying
substrate are of particular importance in cell adhesion. Conventionally, natural, pro-adhesive, and
often thrombogenic, protein biomaterials are frequently utilized to facilitate adhesion. In the
present study nanofabrication techniques are utilized to enhance the biological functionality of a
synthetic polymer surface, polymethymethacrylate, with respect to cell adhesion. Specifically we
examine the effect on cell adhesion of combining: 1. optimized surface texturing, 2. electrostatic
charge and 3. cell adhesive ligands, uniquely assembled on the substrata surface, as an ensemble
of nanoparticles trapped in nanowells. Our results reveal that the ensemble strategy leads to
enhanced, more than simply additive, endothelial cell adhesion under both static and flow
conditions. This strategy may be of particular utility for enhancing flow-resistant
endothelialization of blood-contacting surfaces of cardiovascular devices subjected to flow-
mediated shear.
Keywords
cell adhesion; ensemble surface; detachment resistance; nanopatterning; nanotextured surface
1. Introduction
Studies of engineered cell-material interactions at the subcellular, nanoscale level have
provided important information regarding cell attachment and proliferation behavior. Micro-
and nano-scale technologies combined with bioactive ligands have been demonstrated to
facilitate cell adhesion, guide migration, and affect proliferation.[1–4] Furthermore,
nanoscale architecture can regulate the structure and function of cells[5,6] as well as cellular
attachment and proliferation on substrates with spatial cues and physical constraints.[7–9]
Such knowledge has been gained from numerous cell patterning strategies including those
utilizing bioadhesive molecules or modified polymers via contact printing and
photolithography; or through treatment of bioinert surfaces using plasma lithography to
improve and enhance cell adhesion.[2,3,10–15] Despite significant advances in modifying
surfaces for cellular attachment, the achievement of confluent and aligned growth of
endothelial cells under physiologically significant wall shear stress has proven
difficult.[16–18] In the present study we sought to develop a method that would enhance
cellular adhesion under flow conditions on synthetic polymer surfaces, without reliance on
pro-adhesive protein biomaterials, which are often thrombogenic, e.g. collagen. To achieve
this, we examined the efficacy of an additive strategy combining substrata topographic
alteration, electrostatic charge and biochemical ligands, all uniquely incorporated as an
ensemble of charged, ligand-bearing nanoparticles entrapped in arrays of nanowells. As
such, the ensemble provides a topographically more favorable surface with complexity and
enhanced cell accessible surface area, there is an element of charge exposure, which appears
favorable to adhesion, and finally there are ligands (RGD) which incorporates integrin-
mediated adhesion. Overall, the ensemble capitalizes on multiple mechanisms to enhance
adhesion. We applied methods of electron beam lithography (EBL) and size-dependent self-
assembly (SDSA) to fabricate arrays of nanowells allowing entrapment and retention of
charged nanoparticles, covalently conjugated with a cell adhesive ligand, GRGDSPK (RGD
peptide). Creation of an ensemble of nanoparticles trapped in nanowells is a difficult task
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and have not been demonstrated for cell-biomaterial interaction studies, to the best of our
knowledge. We have previously characterized and reported on size-dependent self-assembly
(SDSA),[19] demonstrating the ability of this approach to provide high resolution nanoscale
features with good saturation and retention of nanoparticles.
In the present study the overall goal was to transform a relatively bio-inert surface, i.e.
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), into a pro-adhesive surface suitable for the growth and
maintenance of human umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) under flow
conditions. We hypothesized that the combination of surface texturing, positive electrostatic
charge and bioadhesive ligands, uniquely applied to underlying cell substrata, through the
development of an array of nanowells with entrapped nanoparticles, would synergistically
provide greater cell adhesion and retention, particularly under flow conditions. To test this
hypothesis, we first examined the effect of surface texturing alone on endothelial cell
adhesion (Figure 1A). We then examined the effect of adding charged nanoparticles and
RGD bioadhesive peptides, utilizing entrapped nanoparticles in nanowell arrays, on cell
attachment and proliferation (Figure 1B,C). Finally, we compared the ability of this
ensemble surface to retain endothelial cells, when subjected to flow, to that of unmodified
surfaces and investigated the adherent cell orientation relative to the direction of flow
(Figure 1D).
2. Results
2.1. Nanowells Enhance HUVEC Adhesion on PMMA Surface
As a first step we examined the effect of the addition of nanowells, as a surface texturing
feature, to a PMMA on HUVEC adhesion. A range of nanowell size and spatial (x-y
spacing) configuration (without added nanoparticles) was studied. As the density of a
nanopattern may influence cell adhesion,[3,4,8] we first tested wells of 100 nm that were
separated by 1×1, 5×1, 5×5, 5×10, and 5×20 µm2 in the x-y directions. The maximum well
spacing in the x-direction was confined to 5 µm due to the limitation of EBL. We selected a
nanoscale well size, i.e. 100 nm, as previous studies by Lehnart et al.[20] and Girard et al.[21]
suggested that geometric confinement of 58–100 nm are optimal dimensions for integrin-
mediated cell adhesion. Adding nanowell features in all cases led to enhanced adhesion
compared to non-textured PMMA (P) alone (p = 5.8×10−8) (Figure 2). There was also a
trend toward increased adhesion on P surfaces with nanowell features compared to the
boron-doped (p-doped) silicon surface alone ((+)Si). Of the specific nanowell patterns
tested, 5 µm × 1 µm spacing appeared most favorable for HUVECs adhesion, when
compared to (+)Si, after 72 hours of cell culture (p = 0.02). We utilized this spacing pattern
for all subsequent experiments below.
2.2. Addition of Individual Surface Features on HUVEC Adhesion – Building the Ensemble
Surface
As a next step we determined whether adding additional pro-adhesive elements, i.e. surface
charge, charged nanoparticles (a.k.a. beads) and a bioadhesive ligand (Figure 3), would act
synergistically to further enhance the adhesion of HUVECs.
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2.2.1. Surface Charge—We first examined the effect on HUVEC adhesion of provision
of a full, evenly charged surface (positive charge, with resistivity = 16 Ω-cm and charge
density = 6.73×10−5 C/µm2) to that of the neutral PMMA surface. We observed that the
(+)Si substratum, being a hydrophilic surface, promoted significantly greater cell attachment
than the hydrophobic P surface after 72 hours of culture (Figure 4) (9 ± 1 vs. 2 ± 1, p =
5.6×10−13).
2.2.2. Charged Nanoparticles—We next examined charge provided in a localized
fashion via addition of charged nanoparticles. Negatively charged polystyrene nanoparticles
((−)beads), when added randomly on top of a (+)Si surface, i.e. (−)beads on (+)Si (8 ± 1 vs.
9 ± 1, p = 0.96 at 72 h), or on a P surface, i.e. (−)beads on P (6 + 1 vs. 2 ± 1, p = 0.001), did
not enhance cell adhesion when compared to (+)Si (Figure 4). This lack of enhanced
adhesion may relate to the fact that free nanoparticles are mobile, and negatively charged,
both properties which are anti-adhesive for cells attachment and stabilization on a surface.
Nanotexturing of a PMMA layer over p-doped silicon allows the formation of a neutral
surface with defined regions of positive charge, spatially contained to the base of the
nanowell, i.e. the regions of exposed (+)Si substratum (Figure 1B). This configuration is
advantageous in that it allows creation of a composite surface through facilitated self-
assembly. Taking advantage of this underlying positively charged silicon surface, we then
added negatively charged nanoparticles (carboxylated polystyrene) to create a self-
assembled, complex surface. The established 5 µm × 1 µm pattern of 100 nm wells (wells)
served as our test textured surface to trap nanoparticles. Enhanced intra-well retention of
nanoparticles was achieved using a vibrational droplet manipulator[19] as described in the
method (Figure 3, Supporting Information 1). Polystyrene nanoparticles were typically
found trapped inside nanowells, with a high degree of saturation and spatial resolution.
Nanoparticles were found to protrude about 20 nm above the PMMA surface (Figure 3B),
providing additional surface topography and complexity.
The addition of nanoparticles to wells ((−)beads in wells), i.e. the trapped particle-nanowell
composite surface, enhanced adhesion of HUVECs compared to that achieved on PMMA
alone (16 ± 3 vs. 2 ± 1, p = 0.02 at 72 h) or Si wafer alone (16 ± 3 vs. 9 ± 1, p = 0.08 at 72
h) (Figure 4). However, HUVEC adhesion on the trapped particle-nanowell composite was
similar to that achieved on wells. Despite the similarity in adhesion observed between these
surfaces the advantage the particle-nanowell composite surface offers is that it provides yet
another means for potential synergistic cell adhesion. Individual nanoparticle beads, in
addition to having surface charge for surface self-assembly may also be conjugated or
otherwise modified to locally present or deliver a drug, peptide or other moiety that is pro-
adhesive. By virtue of trapping and retention of nanoparticles locally in nanowells, this
allows the spatial tailoring of a surface to provide a means for focused application of pro-
adhesive ligands. We studied this possibility with pro-adhesive RGD peptides conjugated to
nanoparticles (see below).
2.2.3. RGD peptides—Free RGD peptides added to either PMMA or Si surfaces i.e.
RGD on P, or RGD on (+)Si, did not result in an enhancement of HUVEC adhesion. In fact
at 72 hours a reduction in adhesion was observed (Figure 4). This reduction may be due to
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the possible action of free RGD as a competitive ligand for adhesion, or an inhibitor of
binding, to native RGD sequences in serum-derived matrix proteins.[23,24] Notably, RGD
added to nanowells (RGD in wells) led to enhanced adhesion compared to RGD on P (17 ±
3 vs. 1 ± 1, p = 0.02 at 72 h) or RGD on (+)Si (17 ± 3 vs. 2 ± 1, p = 0.02 at 72 h) but the
level of adhesion was found to be comparable to wells, and (−)beads in wells suggesting
that under our studied test conditions, nanotexture appears to dominate the contribution of
the adhesive ligand (Figure 4).
In contrast when RGD-conjugated nanoparticles, affixed to the surface via charge-mediated
entrapment in nanowells, were examined a very significant increase in HUVEC adhesion
was observed (Figure 4). Compared to PMMA alone or p-doped silicon alone, a 1400% and
300% increase in adhesion was noted, respectively (27 ± 1 vs. 2 ± 1, p = 0.0003 and 27 ± 1
vs. 9 ± 1, p = 0.001, both at 72 h). This major increase in adhesion was greater than that
observed with the addition of any pro-adhesive feature examined in this investigation. When
compared to nanotexturing, i.e. wells alone, a major increase in adhesion was observed as
well, with a 160% increase noted (p = 0.006).
2.4. Effect of Ensemble Surface on the Resistance of HUVEC to Detachment When
Subjected to Flow
When compared to control PMMA and p-doped Si surfaces, the ensemble surface provided
greater resistance to HUVEC detachment when subjected to overflowing fluid flow. In fact,
our ensemble RGD-(−)beads in wells surface retained 82% and 65% of HUVECs under 0.8
dyne/cm2 and 1.5 dyne/cm2 respectively (Figure 5); while (+)Si surface retained only about
44% and 38% of cells respectively. Most importantly, we found that our proadhesive surface
led to retention of adherent endothelial cells when subjected to wall shear stress, a critical
feature for successful endothelialization of cardiovascular implants such as synthetic grafts
and stents.
2.5. The Effect of the Ensemble Surface on the Orientation of HUVEC
Using our ensemble surface, we examined the effect of wall shear stress on the orientation
and alignment of HUVECs adherence. We first examined the orientation of HUVECs under
static conditions. The angle of a given cell, with respect to the y-axis (longitudinal axis of
the nanowell pattern), was determined. The majority of endothelial cells were found to be
oriented randomly (Figure 6A,B). Next, we assessed the orientation of HUVECs under flow
(parallel to 5 µm × 1 µm pattern, as shown in Figure 1D and Figure 6C,E). Endothelial cells
were seeded on the proadhesive surface for 24 hours and were then subjected to wall shear
stress (2 levels: 0.8 and 1.5 dyne/cm2). Under flow conditions, we observed HUVECs
aligned their cell centroid in response to the y-axis. With wall shear stress of 0.8 dyne/cm2,
most endothelial cells after 36 hours of incubation, were predominantly oriented between
−20° to −30° (Figure 6C,D) where 0° is the vector of the y-axis. When cells were subjected
to greater wall shear stress (1.5 dyne/cm2), they were notably elongated, with orientation
more parallel to the y-axis, mostly at −10° to −30° (Figure 6E,F).
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3. Discussion
3.1. Nanowell-Trapped Charged Ligand-Bearing Nanoparticle Surfaces Enhances HUVEC
Adhesion
The principal finding of our investigation was that creation of an ensemble surface featuring
the combination of: 1. surface nano-texturing with nanowells, 2. exposed focal regions of
positive charge, 3. self-assembled nanobeads in wells, and 4. focal, non-mobile RGD
peptides conjugated to nanoparticles, provided greatly enhanced endothelial cell adhesion
compared to that provided by the addition of any of these individual surface modification
features alone. In fact we observed that some combination of these features, in attempting to
achieve synergy, e.g. RGD on P or (−)beads on (+)Si, lead to a significant decrease in
HUVEC adhesion.
The ensemble surface provides many features that collectively favor cell adhesion. First the
surface provides nanoscale textures and topography, which are well recognized in aiding cell
adhesion.[3,8,12,22] These nanowells generate more surface area and roughness features that
have been highly utilized by Dalby et al.[6] and McMurray et al.[25] to control and maintain
human mesenchymal stem cell functionality. Hence, this surface nanotexturing with
nanowells can be a useful application in healthcare device and implant engineering.
Second, the net charge of an underlying cell substratum has been shown to have mixed
effects on cell adhesion.[26–28] In general positive charge will favor cell adhesion as cell
membranes are largely negatively charged.[29,30] In our study we demonstrated that (+)Si
had enhanced adhesion compared to PMMA alone, confirming that reported by others.[27,31]
Interestingly when charge was added to a surface locally, spatially contained via exposure
through “nanodomains” at the bottom of nanowells, no significant additive effect of the
charge was noted. This may relate to the low positive charge density actually exposed to the
surface (1.08×10−6 C/µm2 for nanowell surface vs. 6.73×10−5 C/µm2 for the (+)Si wafer
surface) or the dominating effect of the nanotexture well feature – the most significant single
pro-adhesive feature identified in our study.
Third, self-assembled nanobeads in wells added another vertical dimension in aiding cell
adhesion. While the bead is occupying the space of the wells and removing the contribution
of the well topographic cavity as a proadhesive feature, the particle is actually protruding
from the well (~20 nm), adding back a vertical topographic feature. In fact, Carpenter et
al.[32] demonstrated that polymeric surface with vertical dimension of 18 nm can greatly
influence surface energy, protein adsorption and enhance cell adhesion. However, not all
wells are saturated with beads. Therefore, the surface has a mixture of nanowells and
nanobeads, which has been proven to be favorable toward cell adhesion.[33]
RGD peptides have been demonstrated to be proadhesive, favoring cell adhesion to an
underlying surface to which they are affixed by virtue of serving as ligands for integrin
recognition and binding.[34,35] The specific RGD peptide selected for use in our study has
been demonstrated to be proadhesive for HUVEC.[36] A critical issue for the efficacy RGD
peptide to facilitate adhesion relates to its anchoring and attachment to a surface. In our
study when RGD was freely added to the culture or added as a simple surface coating (dried
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on) to the surface, over time (72 hours) it actually led to HUVEC detachment, suggesting its
acting as an antagonist, likely freely detachable from the surface. In contrast when RGD was
covalently linked to nanobeads, and these beads were stably affixed to nanowells, by virtue
of both charge-mediated attraction and physical, “peg-in-hole” mechanical stabilization, a
significant increase in cell adhesion was noted under both static and flow (shear stress)
conditions. Our findings are consistent with the observation of others demonstrating that
spatially anchored RGD may enhance cell adhesion via serving as loci for attachment
(Dalby et al.[6] and Lu et al.[8]). A potential additional advantage of our method is that we
provide non-mobile RGD while simultaneously creating a configurable nanotexture surface
most favorable for cell adhesion. In contrast as we demonstrated when RGD is provided
freely with surface texturing, i.e. RGD in wells, the additive effect of the RGD was not
observed. This may relate to the lack of stability of the RGD, i.e. solubility, or
inaccessibility through entrapment in the depths of the well.
Anti-vinculin stained images (Figure 6) suggest that the HUVEC adhesion was, at least
partly, integrin-mediated. In fact, in carry-on studies we have found that HUVECs statically
cultured on RGD-(−)beads in wells expressed 50% more fibronectin receptors than those on
(+)Si at 72 hours, using FACS (fluorescence activated cell sorter) analysis. This result
suggests that endothelial cells may sense and transduce signals in response to the charge
ligand-bearing nanoparticle surface.
3.2. Ensemble Surfaces Provide Greater Resistance to HUVEC Detachment Under Flow
In addition to demonstrating greater overall adhesion of HUVECs with the ensemble surface
under static conditions, a major finding of this study is the ability of the ensemble to provide
a favorable surface fostering enhanced cell adhesion despite overlying shear stress as a result
of flow. A similar degree of retention of HUVECs was reported by Zorlutuna et al.[4] using
collagen films. The advantage afforded by our method is the avoidance of the need for the
addition of protein biomaterials which often impart both the risk of thrombogenicity and
immunogenicity when utilized in vivo in an implant. Further, the present method allows
modification of synthetic materials, which may be engineered while simultaneously
enhancing their cellular biocompatibility, e.g. converting a “cell-unfriendly” surface like
PMMA into proadhesive surface (Figure 6 indicates 0% retention on PMMA).
The ability for endothelial cells to be successfully seeded and retained despite flow is a
major limitation of present surface modification strategies. Although substantial evidence
have demonstrated that cell response highly to nanoscale topographies,[8,12,20,32] apparantly
through increase surface area, little is known about how they function in response to flow.
Further, it has been shown that cell retention is highly dependent upon cell seeding-
density[16,17] and shear pre-conditions,[37] which leads to early mechanical transduction
responses.[38,39] Another complication in retaining a continous layer of functional
endothelial cells is the contribution of biomaterial-induced toxicity. In fact, Kader and
Yoder reported that synthetic biomaterials can cause anoikis in endothelial cells due to
inappropriate cell-surface interactions.[40] In on-going studies we have found that
endothelial cells expressed low level of Annexin V, an indicator of early apoptosis, after 7
days of static cultured on the ensemble surface (results not shown).
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3.3. HUVECs Align to the Flow with Slight Offset
Cell orientation and elongation are considered to be adaptive processes of endothelial cells
to reduce the load imposed by wall shear stress. Attachment of endothelial cells is essential
for their growth and proliferation in order to line the vasculature. Anchorage is also vital for
proper transduction of wall shear-mediated signals from overriding blood flow.[39,41–42]
Unfortunately, the orientation of the cells under the combined effects of anchorage and wall
shear stress is still quantitatively unclear. It is known that nanoscale topographies in the
form of islands rather than channels can modulate and increase endothelial cells adhesion
and spreading, but not alignment.[32,33,43] When cells are cultured on linear channel arrays,
cell adhesion and alignment may be enhanced due to contact guidance along the linear
arrays and clustering of focal adhesions.
Our results indicate that HUVECs were largely aligned and elongated parallel to the y-axis,
with slight offset of 10° to 30°. This retention and alignment may suggest that endothelial
cells are responding to the wall shear stress but are also being affected by the nanoparticle
array. Since the wall shear stress of 1.5 dyne/cm2 is insufficient to align endothelial cells,[44]
this orientation may be considered as a combined effect of both the flow and the
nanoparticle array. Their slight offset may serve to maximize the contact points or
attachment sites on the pro-adhesive surface. More particularly, when we overlaid the
elongated cells to the nanoparticle array, we noticed stretched or elongated cells maximize
their contact points by orienting more toward 10° to 20° while round or non-elongated cells
show no preference in orientation (Figure 7). Whether this spatial specificity is a feature of a
cell’s response to wall shear stress or a general aspect of the orientation of endothelial cells
remains unknown.
4. Conclusion
Creating cell substrate surfaces covered with ensembles of nanowells containing entrapped
charged, ligand-bearing nanoparticles, created by size dependent self-assembly and electron
beam lithography, we were able to transform minimally cell adherent PMMA surfaces into
pro-adhesive surfaces. Endothelial cells grown on these surfaces demonstrated greater
adhesion and resistance to detachment, in comparison to simple surfaces, when subjected to
wall shear stress from overriding fluid flow. Endothelial cell orientation was also altered by
these engineered surfaces with cells being elongated and oriented more toward the direction
of the flow but slightly offset to accommodate more attachment sites, thus further enhancing
flow resistant cell adhesion. Adaptation of this method to enhance the endothelialization of
cardiovascular implant devices such as stents, stent-grafts and mechanical circulatory assist
devices, may be a valuable application of this approach leading to enhanced implant safety
and effectiveness. EBL was utilized in our studies as an effective high-resolution surface
nanotexturing method to demonstrate proof-of-principle of this approach. If formation of
nano-ensembles finds practical application, i.e. for a large-surface cardiovascular implant,
then modification of the EBL approach and scale-up will be required to adapt this
nanotexturing method to clinical trials and commercialization. Alternatively, it is
conceivable that a differing method may be utilized for baseline surface nanotexturing, such
as replica molding from EBL nanopatterns, for ensemble formation. Use of different
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materials may become necessary to meet the mechanical and physiological requirements of
such cardiovascular implant devices. For example, hydrophilic and more biocompatible
polyethylene glycol (PEG) may replace relatively hydrophobic and less biocompatible
PMMA. Silicon substrate may be replaced with stainless steel, a common material for stents.
Replica molding technique may be required to transfer nanometer patterns to a non-flat
surface as exists with stents.
5. Experimental Section
5.1. Development of Nanoparticle Array
The fabrication of the nanoparticle array involves multiple stages. First, a diced (1 cm2) p-
doped silicon wafer chip (boron-doped, 450–648-µm thick and 4–75 Ω/cm, Exsil, Inc.,
Prescott, AZ, USA) was spin-coated with a photoresist, which is composed of a mixture of
2:3 950 PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) / C4 thinner (Microchem, Newton, MA, USA);
resulting in about 80 nm thickness (measured by a KLA-Tencor alpha-step 200 profilometer,
Milpitas, CA, USA and Veeco Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope, Bruker AXS,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The coated chip was then hot-baked to remove any excess
residues and to facilitate resist adhesion and subsequently subjected to electron beam
lithography, which involves nanometer pattern generation system (NPGS; JC Nabity,
Bozeman, MT, USA) and FEI Inspec scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hillsboro, OR,
USA) to etch wells of different sizes (mostly 100 nm, but 300, 500, and 900 nm were also
used) and separated at different x-y spacings (mostly 5×1 µm2 but 1×1, 5×5, 5×10, and 5×20
µm2 were also used). The etched array was developed with 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK; Microchem Corp., Newton, MA, USA) / isopropyl alcohol (IPA; Honeywell,
Morristown NJ, USA) developer for 60 s, followed by 30 s with IPA, then rinsed with
deionized water and dried with nitrogen gas. The sizes of wells were measured by the Veeco
Dimension 3100 AFM.
Carboxylated, fluorescent polystyrene nanoparticles were covalently conjugated with
GRGDSPK peptide (Anaspec, Inc. Fremont, CA, USA) by employing N-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA) as a carboxyl activating agent. The full protocol of covalent antibody conjugation can
be found from Bangs Laboratories or Molecular Probes; and from Rosenman et al.[16] 1 µl
droplet that contained RGD-conjugated nanoparticles was placed over the developed
patterns and subsequently immobilized into the wells using a vibrational droplet
manipulation technique.[19] Rapid vibration of droplets provided sufficient energy for
nanoparticles to better assemble into nanowells with substantially higher saturation. The
metal wire was connected to a microcontroller (Arduino Duemilanove, SparkFun
Electronics, Boulder, CO, USA) interfaced with a USB port that can be programmed to
control the three-axis manipulations of the droplet. A Nintendo game pad was attached to
the microcontroller so that x-, y- and z-movements of a metal wire (thus the droplet) could
be made possible from the experimenter’s input. The movie of the event can be seen in
Supporting Information 1.[19]
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5.2. Biochamber Design
Biochambers were constructed out of acrylic resin. A channel of 1×1×5 cm3 was carved
with a drill bit to fit up to 5 chips (Supporting Information 2). The aluminum case holding
the biochamber was also made using a vertical milling machine with digital readouts
(Model: scv-2f, Republic Lagun Machine Tool Co., Harbor City, CA USA). Fittings and
tubes (Value Plastics Inc., Fort Collins, CO, USA) were connected to a media reservoir
where the pulsatile (peristaltic) pump (Cole-Palmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA) pumps the
media through the biochamber and back into the media reservoir. The reservoir also has an
extra hole for circumvent air like oxygen and carbon dioxide necessary for cells. All tubings,
connectors, adapters, and biochamber were soaked in 10% bleach for 10 min, rinsed with
ultrapure water followed by 70% ethanol, and dried in laminar flow hood before use. The
movie of the biochamber operation can be seen in Supporting Information 3.
5.3. Cell Culture Methods – Static and Flow Conditions
HUVECs were grown in complete M199 media, which contains 15% (v/v) fetal calf serum,
1% (v/v) of 0.2 M glutamine, 1.5% (v/v) of 1 M HEPES, 1% (v/v) of penicillin/
streptomycin, 1.8% (v/v) of sodium bicarbonate, 25 mg of endothelial cell growth
supplement (ECGS), 26.4 mg of sodium salt, and M199 medium to make a total 500 ml.
Cells at 80% confluent or more were detached by trypsin and collected by centrifugation.
Resuspended cells were seeded onto sterilized chips for 24 hours before subjecting to flow
test. The flow rate was determined by collecting the amount of media pumped per minute.
The wall shear stress was calculated using the standard equation τw = 4 μQ / πab (from the
basis of Poiseuille’s law and Reneman et al.[44] where μ is the blood viscosity, Q is the flow
rate, a is the cross sectional area, and b is the height of the channel. For static condition,
cells were cultured for 4, 36 and 72 hours before staining. Cell culture media were changed
every 2 days.
5.4. Immunocytochemistry Staining of Endothelial Cells
HUVECs were stained using actin cytoskeleton/focal adhesion staining kit (Millipore, MA,
USA). Basically, cells were fixed with 4% para-formaldehyde for 15 min, then washed and
permeated the membrane with 0.05% Triton X for 5 min. Cells were then washed and
blocked with protein standard (bovine serum albumin; BSA) and subsequently stained with
anti-vinculin for 1 hour. Cells were then washed and subsequently stained with fluorescein
isothiocyanate conjugated mouse anti-immunoglobulin G (mIgG-FITC) to label vinculin and
tetramethyl rhodamine isothicyanate (TRITC) conjugated Phalloidin to selectively label F-
actin. After washing off all the excess stains, cells were then mounted in vector shield with
DAPI.
5.5. Image Analysis
The Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM was used to check the etched patterns. It was operated in
tapping mode with integral gain of about 0.2 and amplitude of about 1.2 V. The inverted
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon) was also used to image the stained HUVECs. For cell
counting, we used ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA) where the pixels of 50 or
higher were counted in binary image mode.
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5.6. Statistics
All Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel 2010. TTEST was analyzed
using one-tailed distribution and two-sample unequal variance type.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Nanowell distribution on p-doped silicon substrata and cell adhesion model. A) Surface
view of nanowell array in different x-y spacing. The percent of positive charge exposed from
well patterns is indicated above the figure. B) Incorporating components leading to the final
ensemble surface. 1. plain well pattern (wells) as surface textures, 2. trapped carboxylated
nanoparticles ((−)beads in wells), 3. well pattern with RGD peptide (pI = 8.75; RGD in
wells), and 4. RGD-conjugated nanoparticles in wells (RGD-(−)beads in wells). C) Side
view schematic of endothelial cell attachment on ensemble nanotextured surface, RGD-
(−)beads in wells. D) Schematic of cells attachment and alignment. Dashed line indicates
long axis of endothelial cells tethered to measure the angle of alignment relative the
direction of flow (bold arrow). The scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 2.
The effect of different configurations of well patterns on HUVEC adhesion without
nanoparticles or adhesive ligand. HUVEC adhesion as a function of nanowell patterns at
different x-y spacing. At 4 hours, nanowell patterns of 5×1 µm2 promote significantly more
HUVECs to be attached than any other spacing configuration including control surface (P =
spin-coated PMMA on silicon wafer, (+)Si = basal p-doped silicon). At 72 hours of
incubation, HUVECs appear to be most attracted to nanowell patterns separated at 5×1 µm2.
This observation is insignificant when compared with other patterns of different spacing but
highly significant when compared to the (+)Si (p = 0.02) and P surfaces (p = 5.8×10−8).
HUVECs/HPF is the number of HUVECs per high power field (HPF) of a 60× microscope.
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Figure 3.
Saturation of nanoparticles on etched wells. A) 100 nm carboxylated (−) charged
nanoparticles are trapped inside the nanowells, showing high degree of resolution,
controllability, and saturation. These wells are separated by 500 nm in x and y direction.
Note that the surface was not uniformly coated with platinum gold. B) Higher magnification
of the array under 75° tilt showing nanoparticles being trapped in the well.
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Figure 4.
Comparative effect of adding features to an underlying p-doped silicon surface using
individual adhesive elements to enhance HUVEC adhesion. A 5×1 µm2 nanowell patterned
surface of 100 nm relative well size was used to trap nanoparticles and RGD peptides,
thereby creating an ensemble nanotextured surface to better enhance HUVECs adhesion.
The study here was under static condition. From the very bottom, the hydrophilic p-doped
silicon substratum ((+)Si) promotes more cell attachment than the PMMA surface (P).
Meanwhile, when the negatively charged nanoparticles were immobilized randomly on the
silicon ((−)beads on (+)Si) and PMMA surfaces ((−)beads on P), there is a slight increase
in cell adhesion on (−)beads on (+)Si but not for (−)beads on P. When RGD peptides were
passively added on silicon (RGD_on_(+)Si) and PMMA surfaces (RGD on P), we did not
see any increase in cell adhesion. We hypothesize that the RGD peptides act as a
competitive ligand for adhesion or an inhibitor to binding to RGD sequences in serum-
derived matrix proteins. Next, we investigated cells on well patterns (wells), well patterns
that trapped nanoparticles ((−)beads in wells), and well patterns that trapped RGD peptides
(RGD in wells). After 72 hours, dissimilarities among them were not found but double in
the number of cells when compared to (+)Si, (−)beads on (+)Si, and (−)beads on P. When
(+)Si, P, wells, and RGD-conjugated nanoparticles were combined to make the ultimate pro-
adhesive surface (RGD-(−)beads in wells), cell adhesion was synergistically enhanced by
three-fold when compared to on (+)Si, (−)beads on (+)Si, and (−)beads on P at 72 hours.
HUVECs/HPF is the number of HUVECs per high power field (HPF) of a 60× microscope.
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Figure 5.
Resistance to detachment with ensemble nanotextured surface. HUVECs were seeded and
subjected to different shear stress. After 24 hours, cells could not be found on the PMMA
surface (P), while about 44% of HUVECs were retained by the hydrophilic p-doped Si
surface ((+)Si). Under a much greater wall shear stress, about 65% of HUVECs on the
ensemble nanotextured surface (RGD-(−)beads in wells) were resistant to flow whereas
only 38% of cells on (+)Si, suggesting that this ensemble nanotextured surface can enhance
cell adhesion and withstand shear stress.
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Figure 6.
The effect of different shear stress conditions in relation to the orientation of HUVECs. A)
A superimposed image of HUVECs that is not exposed to shear stress has cells in random
orientation. B) Distribution of HUVECs aligned randomly without flow after 57 hours of
culture. This suggests that the nanowell patterns at 5×1 µm2 x-y spacing are not dictating the
orientation of the cells. The purpose of the array is to promote cell adhesion. C) Overlay
image of HUVECs showing confluent and aligned growth after 36 hours of wall shear stress
of 0.8 dyne/cm2. D) The distribution of HUVECs oriented more distinctively to ±30° to
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±40° where 0° is the direction of y-axis. E) A superimposed fluorescent image of HUVECs
adhered to the nanoparticles array and aligned more linear to the y-axis after 24 hours of
wall shear stress of 1.5 dyne/cm2. F) The majority of HUVECs angled at −10° to −30°,
suggesting that cells are responding and aligning more parallel to the y-axis but offset to
maximize contact points. In A, C, and E, nucleus was stained with DAPI (blue) while
vinculins (focal adhesion points) were stained with anti-vinculin / anti-mIgG-FITC
antibodies (green) and actin filaments were stained with Phalloidin-TRITC (red).
Surrounding the nucleus is the RGD conjugated nanoparticles that have been engulfed by
the cell. N is the number of cells measured from three (0 dyne/cm2), three (0.8 dyne/cm2),
and six (0 dyne/cm2) different nanoarray surfaces, respectively. The scale bar represents 10
µm.
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Figure 7.
The effect of nanoparticle array on the orientation of HUVECs. A) An outline of an
elongated cell overlaid the nanoparticle array up to scale. The cell is orienting at the angle to
maximize the attachment sites or nanoparticles. B) A bar graph illustrating the most
favorable orientation of an elongated cell. N is the number of elongated cells annotated.
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